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Chromatherapy Lighting Option Installation Instructions

Chromatherapy Lighting Option is a 2-5/8" two-piece light assembly, which allows the replacement of the LED Assembly
from the front. It comes complete with a two-piece tool for tightening, or un-tightening, the front lens for LED Assembly
replacement. The lights are operated using the K200i remote control and can be operated when the steam bath is
on.
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Additional Light Assemblies
Up to six additional light assemblies can be spliced into the power supply
transformer for added lighting. Order Model FC210L-L1 single lamp kit, part
number 9223-110.
Note: When using multiple lights, periodic re-synchronization may be re-
quired. To reset synchronization, turn off lights for 5-7 seconds, then turn
back on. Lights should return to synchronization. When this has occurred
your lights have been reset.

Installation
- Determine placement of the light. (Ceiling mount preferred)
- Drill a 2-5/8" hole for the lens assembly
- Insert lens housing through hole with silicone gasket on room side of ceiling and hand tighten nut
  against other side. (Approximately 13-15 ft-lbs). If the ceiling is too thick to use the nut, silicone the
   light assembly into place using (100% silicone) sealant.
- Insert the LED assembly into the reflector and plug assembly into the LED socket.
- Screw the reflector onto the back of the lens housing, then twist-n-lock the LED socket into reflector.
- Plug the power supply transformer into the FC200 PCU (power control unit) wired to the steam generator.

Note: To change a LED assembly after installation; first unplug the power supply from the power control unit, then fol-
low the instructions engraved on the tool set. The outer tool is to hold the light body from turning; insert the two tabs
into the two notches on the outside diameter of the light body while using the inner tool to turn the front lens of the
light assembly (counter-clockwise to remove, clockwise to install)
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